Friday 23rd February
Welcome back. We hope you had a good half term
break. This term our theme is fantastic creatures and
we have focussed on dragons this week. We read the
beginning of the story Zog by Julia Donaldson and
predicted the ending, writing our own and
comparing them what really happened. We have
talked about jobs that adults do and what they might like to do when
they grow up. We have found doubles of numbers and amounts when we
made our sparkly star biscuits and we have compared the sizes and
measured dragons. The nursery children have counted dragons,
practising saying one number for each dragon and they played hunt
the number and counted out the correct number of
gems on to the numbers they found. We have also
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had great fun rescuing dragons
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from ice and making dragon
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Waveney Class’s Star of the Week is Bella
James Riches
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Martin. She worked with various
partners to make our fabulous classroom dragon
and has done some fantastic work. Well done, Bella,
we hope you have fun with Star the Pony.
REQUEST Could we ask that the children don’t bring toys, coins or
chocolates for other children. Occasionally we ask them to bring in
specific items on the topic we are learning about or money for sponsored
or charity events. Of course, if the children go somewhere interesting
(e.g. farm, castle, zoo) we love it if they bring in something to show and
talk about. We also like to receive a postcard written by the children if
they go away in the holidays.

HOME LEARNING
NURSERY Practise threading beads, pasta tubes, buttons, cotton reels etc.
on to laces or strings. How many can you thread? Can you write the number?
What else can you find with holes in?
RECEPTION Practise cutting items in half (e.g. cake, sandwich, pizza, wrap).
Make sure that the two pieces are fair. What shape did you start with? What
shape are the halves?
Have a good weekend!
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